
all about nch

Finch specializes in the manufacture of uncoated papers for the digital 

and traditional printing markets, and we often customize tailored 

substrates for specic applications. Our promise is simple: high-quality 

products, made with environmental integrity, and delivered with the 

type of personal service you will respect and remember. 

Stability and Strength 

Finch is an American manufacturing 
success story, operating in Glens Falls, 
New York for 150 years. Our unique  
infrastructure allows us to provide stable, 
long-term partnerships among North 
America’s top brands. Our fully integrat-
ed facility is Boiler MACT compliant and 
includes a woodyard, pulp mill, co-gen-
eration power plant, and four paper ma-
chines. Well-managed and determined 
to outperform its peers, Finch enters the 
economic upswing with a strong balance 
sheet, and funding for continuous  
improvement and plant modernization. 

 ● Boiler MACT compliant 

 ● Fully integrated manufacturer  

 ● Strong balance sheet with  
a leverage ratio < 2 

 ● Part of a $3 billion holding company 
dedicated to forest products 
 

[ More ... ]

Let’s Grow Together

Commitment to Growth 

We are operating in a new business era.  

Unlike the industry giants, Finch is com-

mitted to growing within the uncoated 

free sheet (UFS) market. We are the sixth 

largest UFS producer in North America, 

producing over 250,000 tons of paper 

annually. Our parent company, Atlas Hold-

ings, also operates Twin Rivers and we 

are building a passionate leadership team 

along with rewarding new partnerships.  

 ● 6th largest producer of uncoated  

free sheet in North America 

 ● Recent investment in additional  

ECH Will Sheeter 

 ● Strategic partnerships with growth  

in new markets 

 ● Parent company also operates  

Twin Rivers Paper Company 

 ● Core focus is growing in the 

printing paper market 

Broadest Uncoated Portfolio 

We concentrate on the fundamentals 
to produce a wide range of value-driv-
en uncoated papers. Renowned as the 
leader in 96-bright Opaque, Finch Paper 
also manufactures text and cover, digital 
and ofce papers as well as grades for 
envelopes, forms, reply cards, tags and 
more. Our expanded product portfo-
lio leverages our core capabilities of 
making some of the smoothest, most 
reliable papers on market.   

 ● Opaque and Casa Opaque are top- 
rated with the broadest selection 

 ● Text and Cover papers offer tactile 
quality, performance, and value 

 ● Digital substrates in sheets and rolls, 
for toner and inkjet applications 

 ● Semi-commodity grades suitable for 
all types of printing and converting 
applications 



Finch Paper LLC
One Glen Street, Glens Falls, NY 12801
1-800-833-9983   www.nchpaper.com

Environmental Integrity 

Finch is one of the very few paper mills 
that still manage forests today. We 
produce more than 80% of our pulp, much 
of which comes from local, Adirondack 
lands we manage ourselves. We also 
produce on-site, renewable energy to 
meet 66% of our needs. With a wise use, 
and reuse of resources, we can promise 
our customers that their paper was made 
responsibly, from the forest floor to the 
pressroom door. 

 ● We use only 100% third-party  
certied ber 

 ● We manage forest lands for The Nature 
Conservancy and others 

 ● Our green energy is made on-site  
with biomass and zero-emission  
hydroelectricity 

 ● Captured CO2 from our operations is 
used to make a brightening agent 

 ● We posted a 13.2% reduction in green-
house gas emissions from 2011 to 2013 

 ● The first integrated paper manufacturer 
in the Unites States to become Forest 
Stewardship Council® certified (FSC® 
C020054) for both the Forest Manage-
ment and Chain of Custody certications

 
 

Our Products:
Value Across the Board

Commercial Printing Papers:
Finch Fine Text and Cover
Finch Casa Opaque
Finch Opaque
Finch 94

Digital Printing Papers:
Finch Fine iD
Finch Fine Color Copy
Finch Opaque Digital 
Finch Inkjet Pi 
Finch Digital Web XP

Information Papers:
Finch MOCR Laser
Finch Engineering Bond
Finch Reply Postcard
Finch Forms Bond

Envelope Papers:
Finch Image DME
Finch Deluxe DME
Finch ThruPut Wove

Ofce Papers:
Finch Premium Multipurpose  

with ColorLok®
Finch Multipurpose
Finch Copy

Visit our Online Stock Guide 
and Merchant Directory at 
www.nchpaper.com.

Exceptionally Responsive 
Service 

Finch is flexible, agile and focused on 
our customers’ needs. It’s just a 90-
second walk from both our President’s 
ofce and our Customer Service Center 
to our production floor—and that 
plays a big role in our ability to serve 
you better. We react faster with lower 
minimums, more items in stock, and a 
99.5% delivery satisfaction rate.  

 ● A non-bureaucratic culture that  
revolves around the customer 

 ● Real-time decisions and quick 
answers 

 ● Just-in-time make-orders 

 ● The largest selection of Opaque  
stock items 


